
pro 56
Powerful and reliable

Powerful
4 stroke 9 hp engine
The KAWASAKI 9 hp engine turns this 56
cm self-propelled mower into the most
powerful machine in its category. This 4-
stroke power unit incorporates the latest
engine technology to ensure reliability and
fuel economy and is designed to last in the
toughest conditions.

2 stroke 7.7 hp engine 
As there is no sump, the 2-stroke ROTAX
engine means your Pro 56 RTEB can go on
mowing whatever the working conditions
even on steep slopes. Powered by 7.7 hp,
this mower really does cope with all ter-
rains and doesn’t require any special main-
tenance.

Chain driven
The rear-wheel chain drive is matched to
an automatic take-up system mounted on
waterproof bearings : a highly professional
design which gives you guaranteed reliabili-
ty and minimum maintenance.

Efficient
Cutting deck 
The special shape of the cutting deck pro-
duces a powerful suction and blowing
effect when the blade is rotating. This gives
a perfect cut with maximum grass collec-
tion, without clogging. The cast aluminium
deck of the PRO 56 is built to with stand
shock and is corrosive resistant with remo-
vable front bumper.

96 l grass box ( option)
The grass box is reinforced by a tubular
structure. While mowing without the grass
box, the deflector protects the user against
impacts and dust.

Safety
Maximum safety with blade clutch control
at your finger tips. As soon as the lever is
released the blade stops rotating in less
than three seconds without stopping the
engine. The electromagnetic clutch enables
you to disengage the blade when travelling
between sites. The system also stops the
blade when emptying the grass box.

Transport
ETESIA PRO 56 has a high performance
reduction gear-box with multi-disc clutch in
an oil bath. This system ensures your gear
changes are smooth and there is no risk of
rusting.

Reliable
Transmission
ETESIA PRO 56 has a high performance
reduction gear-box with multi-disc clutch in
an oil bath. This system ensures your gear
changes are smooth and there is no risk of
corrosion.

Floating coupling
The exclusive, patented process for moun-
ting the blade via a floating system protects
the crankshaft from impacts : giving your
mower a longer life even in the toughest
conditions.
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CHAIN DRIVEN 

ALUMINIUM CUTTING DECK

BLADE BRAKE SYSTEM

REMOVABLE HANDLEBARS

Technical specifications

RTEB RKEB

Engine BOMBARDIER KAWASAKI
ROTAX 232-2 stroke OHV FC 290 V-4 stroke

Piston displacement 232 cm3 286 cm3

Maximum power 7.7 hp at 3 600 rpm 9 hp at 3 600 rpm
Running speed 2 800 rpm
Ignition Electronic
Fuel Petrol / oil mixture 2 % Leaded or unleaded
Tank capacity 4,6 litres ( 9.2 with tank-kit RS 56E) 2 litres ( 6.8 with tank-kit RS 56E)
Starter Horizontal with automatic return
Transmission gears and multi discs in sealed oil bath 
Cutting deck Cast aluminium deck
Cutting width 56 cm
Blade connecting Chains fitted with automatic adjustors
Cutting heights Infinitely variable from 26 to 86 mm
Forward speed 4 kph

Blade safety Electromagnetical blade brake system
Wheels Alloy wheels with double bearings & rubber tyres
Noise level 89 dB(A) 88,3 dB(A)
RU 56 96 litres grass box reinforced
RM 56 Side deflector
RS 56 E Tank kit 4,6 litres
RZA 56 Blade for PRO 56.

56 cm cutting width, 7.7 and 9 hp engines, 
PRO 56 mowers set new standards 

on the professional market.

RTEB + RU 56

RKEB + RU 56


